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RE: DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION 
FUNDS ACT 24 OF 1956 (“the Act”) – M Govender v Universal Retirement 
Annuity Fund 
 
Introduction 
 
[1] Having considered the complaint received by this office on 11 February 2005 

and further written submissions I consider it unnecessary to hold a hearing in 
this matter. My determination and reasons therefor appear below. 

 
Factual background 
 
[2]  You became a member of Universal Retirement Annuity Fund (“the fund”) 

from 1 June 1989. You retired from the fund on 31 May 2005. Your total 
benefit was R330 894,00  You elected to take one-third of your benefit in cash 
in the amount of R110 297,89. The balance was used to purchase an annuity 
and you currently receive a monthly pension of R605.     

 
Complaint 
 
[3]  You are aggrieved by the amount of the benefit you received on retirement. 

You are not satisfied that having contributed R232 499,22 to the fund for a 
period of sixteen years you only receive a benefit of R330 894,00 partly 
consisting of a monthly pension of R605.  You are also not satisfied with the 
duration of payment of the benefit. You contend that it will take twenty seven 
years for the fund to pay back your money and that you do not anticipate 
living for that long. 

 
Response 
 
[4] The fund contends that it should not be faulted for the amount you received at 

retirement. It contends that the failure of your investment to yield optimum 
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results is attributable to your investment strategy. When you became a 
member of the fund your retirement savings were invested in a basket of 
Sage Link portfolios. You became an active investor. In October 2002, you 
instructed the fund to switch portfolios and invest your savings in a portfolio 
called, Capital Preservation Fund. Following your decision to switch portfolios, 
there was a decline in performance in the portfolio you switched to. To 
demonstrate this, the fund provided a comparison of the performance of the 
following portfolios from October 2002 to January 2004: 

 
“Sage Link portfolio  47,2% 
JSE All Index   36,5% 
Capital Preservation Fund 8,0%” 

 
[5] The fund contends that your investment strategy to switch to a high risk 

portfolio when you were nearing your retirement resulted in erosion in value of 
your benefit.  

 
Determination and reasons therefor 
 
[6] The evidence provided by the fund demonstrates that the reason for the 

failure of your savings to yield the optimum results is attributable to non-
performance of the portfolio you chose. Had you left your savings in the 
initially invested portfolio, your investment would have yielded greater returns 
than achieved for the period in question. The fund cannot, in my view, be 
faulted for the erosion of your investment. This is attributable to the 
investment strategy you employed. 

 
[7] Regarding the duration of payment of your pension, section 13 of the Act 

provides that the rules of a registered fund are binding on the fund and 
members, shareholders and officers, and on any person who claims under the 
rules. Because of the binding effect of the rules on the fund, the fund may 
only pay out to its members those benefits provided for in its registered rules. 
That much was emphasized by the Supreme Court of Appeal in Tek 
Corporation Provident Fund and Others v Lorentz [2000] 3 BPLR 227 (SCA), 
at 239D-E, where the court held: 

 
“What the trustees may do with the fund’s assets is set forth in the rules. If what they 
propose to do (or have been ordered to do) is not within the powers conferred upon them 
by the rules, they may not do it.”  

 
[8] Rule 5 of the fund’s rules provides for payment of benefit on retirement and 

stipulates: 
 

“(a) On a member reaching his retirement date or retiring in terms of rule 4(b), the 
assurance in respect of the member shall terminate and the proceeds thereof 
shall be used to purchase an annuity for the member. Provided that the member 
may elect to utilize a portion of the proceeds and defer receipt of the balance of 
the proceeds until a later selected retirement date with or without payment of 
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future contributions, subject to the conditions the insurer may impose. 
(b) … 
(c) …    
(d) A portion, not exceeding one-third of the total amount of any annuity payable in 

terms of this rule may be commuted for a single cash payment, as determined by 
the insurer, provided that should the total amount of such annuity not exceed 
R250 per annum or such other maximum as may be stipulated in the current 
legislation, the whole of such annuity may be so commuted.” 

 
[9]  The rules of the fund only permit the member to commute one-third of the 

pension in cash and that the remainder shall be used to purchase an annuity. 
In terms of Rule 5(d), the only instance where a person can take his pension 
in one lump-sum is where the person’s total annual pension is less than the 
amount prescribed in the Income Tax Act (R1 800). Since your annual 
pension is more than that prescribed in the Income Tax Act, you cannot 
receive the payment of your benefit in one lump-sum. The fund can only make 
payment of the benefit as provided for in its rules.  

 
Relief 
 
[10] In the result, your complaint cannot succeed. 
 
 
DATED AT CAPE TOWN THIS THE               DAY OF                2005. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
Vuyani Ngalwana 
Pension Funds Adjudicator  
 
 
Section 30M filing:  Magistrate’s Court 


